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Abstract
In contact with the external environment, the microphone is a fragile component of
hearing rehabilitation devices, including cochlear implants (CIs). For CI users a regular
maintenance of the microphone is performed during the periodical appointments with
audiologists. In this work, the effect of cleaning the microphone has been studied.
Fifty-nine CI users were included in this study. Patients’ speech recognition in noise
has been tested using the Fournier’s disyllabic lists mixed with a cocktail party noise. The
tests were performed with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) ranging from -3 dB to +18 dB by 3 dB
steps. Moreover, the coding strategy used by the subjects has been considered. Then, the
microphones were cleaned, using two different procedures. First we had a classical brushing
followed by an air jet (“brush and blow” procedure). In the second procedure, the microphone
protection filter was replaced. The percentages of syllables recognition before and after
cleaning were collected.
Then the syllable recognition percentages, versus the SNR, have been fitted by a
sigmoid regression curve in order to give specific audiological values.
Results show that the continuous interleaved sampling (CIS) strategy was more
resistant to the microphone loss of sensitivity than the number of maxima (NofM) strategy,
mostly in the medium values of the SNR range. For high values of the SNR the NofM
strategy led to the best results.
The improvement brought by the microphone maintenance was evaluated using the
two cleaning procedures, “brush and blow” and “filter replacement”. The improvement was
around 5%, corresponding to one syllable in a Fournier’s list.
This work brings new questions, such as the effect of N and M in the NofM strategy,
the duration between two consecutive maintenances and the adaptation of the coding strategy
to noisy environments.
Key words: Cochlear implants, Cleaning of the Microphone, CIS and NofM Strategies,
Cochlear Implant Users, Microphone Sensitivity, Signal to Noise Ratio.
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1 Introduction
Aging of CIs is important to study as it is a classical problem encountered with
biomedical equipment. Moreover, it is related to devices dysfunctions. These dysfunctions are
likely to affect the CI users’ hearing performances [2, 3].
Today CIs are widely used in deafness rehabilitation and 30,000 per year are fitted in
the world, among them 1,000 in France. This technology is very attractive and has been
studied many times, on the medical aspect as well as on the scientific side. Sounds and speech
are processed by the implant speech processor and then the global signal is delivered to the
human ear. Several publications deal with this aspect [6, 11].
Nevertheless, some questions remain open and the choice of the coding strategy is still
questioned [17]. The link between coding strategy and aging is worth to be studied. Thus,
what is the relation between aging and the environment (including the noise level); this is a
key issue [9]. In this work we have studied the relation between the strategy and the
microphone loss of sensitivity when a microphone inlet occlusion is considered [13, 14].
Cleaning the microphone is a common process performed by audiologists in hearing
care centers during periodical maintenances. About CI, the question of checking the
microphone is raised when CI users come to the clinical setting center for a follow up.
In the present study, two different cleaning procedures are discussed. First, the
microphone’s inlet port can be brushed and dust can be removed by a dry air flow. Another
possibility is the replacement of the microphone protective filter.
To be credible the results should come from a sufficiently large population allowing a
statistical analysis of the results. Consequently an approval from an Ethics Committee was
obtained.
The two main coding strategies used in CIs have been considered in this work; CIS and
NofM (M channels are open and the N more energetic channels are kept and distributed along
the cochlea). The CI users’ recognition performances have been collected before and after
cleaning the microphone. The test sessions were carried out in a noisy environment in order to
assess the resistivity of the coding strategies. For the NofM strategy, only N channels are
kept, in order to reduce the interaction between the electrodes. For the CIS strategy, the M
channels are taken in order to keep a more complete spectrum and the signal should be less
sensitive to the noise perturbation.
It can be reminded that the clinical team in charge of the implantation process takes the
final decision which includes the choice of the implant’s brand and consequently the strategy.
This decision may have an impact on patient’s performances. In order to have comparative
results, a systematic study in simulation could test the two strategies at different degrees of
microphone sensitivity loss for each subject.
This experiment in simulation has been conducted with normal hearing subjects
listening to a CI simulator; results are described in a companion paper [5]. As the recognition
percentages are collected on the same subject, efficient paired analyses can be done. But the
extrapolation to the implanted population can be discussed even if several studies have
established previously that this extrapolation is legitimate [7, 8, 10].
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Results coming from the two studies have been compared; they bring further
observations useful to understand the hearing mechanisms [4].
The recognition of syllables and speakers is a pending problem and this aspect deserve
to be considered [1, 16], mostly with the tools offered by modeling and simulation.
In the present work, only CI recipients have been included. Recognition performances
were compared before and after cleaning the microphone. The recognition percentages of the
syllables were analyzed. The Fournier’s lists were well adapted to the patients’ recognition
ability in the noise.
The paper is constructed as follow; after an introduction, the methods are described in
the second section: the acoustic material, the participants and the mathematical methods used.
Then the results (the recognition percentages) are presented and discussed in the third section.
Percentages were collected before and after cleaning the microphone and they indicated the
effect of the coding strategy and the impact of the cleaning procedure. Finally a conclusion
points out the main findings coming from this study.

2 Material & Methods
2.1 Acoustic material
The acoustic material used in this work was the Fournier’s lists (disyllabic words)
mixed with a cocktail-party noise.
a) Fournier’s lists
These lists are well adapted to the patients’ recognition ability in this environment. They
were uttered by a male voice and represented the vocal part of the signal. These lists are
largely used in French audiology booths to assess speech perception in hearing impaired
subjects.
They are similar to the spondees lists used in English.
Each list contains 10 disyllabic words (for instance “le bouchon” = the cork). Forty lists
are available, and the recognition unit was the syllable. Thus the step was 5%.
b) Noise
A cocktail-party noise has been used. This noise was generated with a voice mix of 8
speakers, 4 males and 4 females.
c) Input signal
The acoustic material delivered to the CI recipients was constituted by the Fournier’s
lists mixed with the cocktail-party noise. A Madsen Orbiter 922 audiometer controlled the
word and the noise levels to precisely adjust all the different SNRs.
The acoustic material was emitted in free field by a loud speaker, in an audiology
booth and only one ear was stimulated. When a CI user was fitted with two implants, only the
best ear was tested.
The level of the Fournier’s list was 60 dB SPL and the noise levels ranged from 42 dB
to 63 dB SPL with a 3 dB step. Consequently the output level was kept below 65 dB SPL
(well under 80 dB SPL, the maximum sound level allowed for professional exposure). The
level limitation was required by the Ethics Committee.
SNR levels were: -3 dB, 0 dB, 3 dB, 6 dB, 9 dB, 12 dB, 15 dB and 18 dB.
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Furthermore, in this situation, the acoustic level delivered to the patient was limited by
the implant.
d) Microphone conditions
The recognition scores of the CI users were collected before and after cleaning the
microphone, leading to two different situations (“dirty and clean”). Our experiment took place
at the beginning of the periodical clinical check and device setting occurring periodically at
the CRIC (Cochlear Implant Setting Center) located in the ORL department of the EdouardHerriot University hospital of Lyon. This check-up consists of an appointment with a speech
therapist, a setting of the implant parameters and a clinical examination. Consequently, in our
study the microphone cleaning occurred before the classical check-up. This device check
follow-up is carried out at least once a year.
The following tasks were realized in our work:
-Verification of the patient’s medical file,
-Short training session to help the patient to understand the instructions,
-First test with the Fournier’s lists, before cleaning the microphone. The lists were
presented to the patient with an increasing scale of difficulty (SNR decreased from 18 dB to 3 dB),
-Microphone cleaning,
-Second test with the Fourier’s lists with a clean microphone.
In most cases the recognition score was 0% when the SNR was -3 dB; starting with
high SNRs avoids the discouragement of the patient.
The full session lasted about 30 minutes. Sixteen Fourier’s lists were used in this
experiment (8 before + 8 after) and the lists were not repeated.
2.2 Participants
The work presented in this paper follows a pilot study [12] and it was approved by the
French Ethics Committee “Sud Est 2” (August, 27, 2014), under the supervision of the HCL
(Hospitals of Lyon).
All the participants signed an agreement form before entering the study. All results
were recorded by a certified audiologist.
Fifty-nine implanted patients were included in this study. Their age ranged from 18 to
60 years (average 37 years old). Nineteen subjects were fitted with the CIS strategy (13
Medel® and 6 Advanced-Bionics®) and 40 had the NofM strategy (27 Cochlear® and 13
Neurelec®). The numbers of channels were: Medel® (M # 12), Advanced-Bionics® (M # 16),
Neurelec® (N # 8; M # 20), Cochlear® (N # 8; M # 22). Medel®, Advanced-Bionics®,
Neurelec® and Cochlear® are the four CI manufacturers in the world.
The population of the CI users had been parted into four subpopulations:
-SP1: Medel® and Advanced-Bionics® subjects (19 patients): “brush and blow”
cleaning procedure and CIS coding strategy,
-SP2: Neurelec® subjects (13 patients); “brush and blow” cleaning and NofM strategy,
-SP3: Nucleus (Cochlear®) subjects (13 patients): “brush and blow” cleaning and
NofM strategy,
-SP4: Nucleus subjects (14 subjects): replacement of the protective filter and NofM
coding.
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Two different investigations have been done in this work.
First, the effect of cleaning according to the coding strategy is studied. Two
populations were compared, A (SP1) and B (SP2 + SP3). The cleaning procedure was “brush
and blow”.
Secondly, we compared the cleaning procedures between the populations C (SP3) and
D (SP4). Both populations had the same coding strategy (NofM) used in the Nucleus
processor; cleaning procedures were “brush and blow” and “filter replacement”.
2.3 Statistical evaluation
a) Percentages comparison
In this study we compared the recognition scores for two independent populations. Non
parametric tests have been used (Wilcoxon).
The significance threshold was 5%. Scores were compared according to the SNR.
The statistical tests compared the average recognition values for the following
populations:
-populations A and B; the recognition percentages, before and after cleaning (“brush
and blow”), were compared according to the two coding strategies CIS and NofM.
-populations C and D (Nucleus CI users). The two cleaning procedures “brush and
blow” and “filter replacement” were compared.
b) Fitting with a sigmoid curve
The recognition percentages, versus the SNR, can be represented by a sigmoid
regression curve (figure 1).
The following values, used in audiology, were considered:
-x50%: the SNR corresponding to 50% of the maximum recognition shows the word
recognition ability,
-Δ75-25%: related to the curve slope; it is the interval (in dB) needed to go from 25% to
75% of the maximum recognition score and it indicates the speed of acquisition of the
syllables with the SNR. The smaller Δ75-25%, the steeper the slope.
-ymax: maximal recognition score.
The sigmoid equation is:

Parameters a, b and c were given by the XLSTAT software.
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Figure 1: Fitting the recognition percentages, versus the SNR, by a sigmoid curve.
In the sigmoid curve equation, the following denotations are:
-y: recognition score (given in percentage),
-x: the SNR,
-a: ymax,
-c: x50%,
-b: linked to the slope: b = 2.2/ Δ75-25% => Δ75-25% = 2.2/b
In our case, the minimum percentage (obtained for SNR = -3dB) was 0%.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Coding strategy
The effect of cleaning the microphone (“brush and blow” procedure) was evaluated by
the recognition percentages; it is represented on figure 2 according to the two strategies. It
indicates the influence of the cleaning.
Concerning the CIS strategy (19 subjects) the improvements were not significant.
With the NofM strategy (26 subjects) the scores after cleaning were also better, but
only two differences were significant, for the SNRs 3 dB and 18 dB.
The average improvement was about 5% and corresponds to a syllable in the
Fournier’s lists. The population heterogeneity does not allow definitive conclusions and only
gives clues.
For the CIS strategy, the best improvements were observed in the SNR range 0 to 9 dB
(0, 3, 6, and 9 dB).
For the NofM strategy the improvements were mostly noticed for the high values of
the SNR (12, 15 and 18 dB).
3.2 Cleaning procedure
Thanks to the Cochlear-France Company which offered the filters, we could compare
the two cleaning procedures. Is the replacement of the protective filter of the microphone
more efficient than the “brush and blow” procedure?
Results are indicated on figure 3.
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As expected in the “brush and blow” case (13 subjects) the results given on figure 3a
were equivalent to those presented on figure 2b (same coding, same cleaning). No significant
difference was observed between the status before and after cleaning.
When the protective filter was replaced (14 subjects) the recognition percentages were
more improved and two significant differences were noticed for the SNRs 0 and 12 dB (figure
3b). The filter replacement procedure led to an improvement of 5 to 12% (one or two syllables
in the Fournier’s lists).
The comparison between “before” and “after” suggests two hypotheses:
-the microphones were not very dirty and the cleaning procedure did not change
strongly the state of the microphone,
-the “brush and blow” procedure was not efficient and cleaning was ineffective.
The second reason does not seem to be sensible because all the treatments were
performed by a qualified audiologist; he followed the classical procedure used in the hearing
care centers, procedure which is widely accepted.
Figure 4 shows, on the same figure, the improvement observed using the two
procedures. Changing the protective filter led to higher differences, mostly when the SNR was
high (good listening conditions).
The population which participated to this experiment was heterogeneous and it did not
help to conclude with the statistical analysis. A study with a larger population could be better
but it leads to other difficulties.
Also, for the SNRs -3 dB and +3 dB, the “brush and blow” strategy led to a better
improvement than the filter replacement. This aspect should be studied further.
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2a: Average syllable recognition in noise of CI recipients using CIS
strategy
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2b : Average syllable recognition in noise of CI recipients using
NofM strategy
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Figure 2: Recognition percentages with respect to the SNR, before and after cleaning;
(2a) is for the CIS strategy and (2b) is for NofM. Δ indicates the cleaning effect.
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3a : Average syllable recognition in noise of CI recipients before and
after microphone cleaning (brush and blow)
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3b : Average syllable recognition in noise of CI recipients before and
after microphone cleaning (filter replacement)
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Figure 3: Recognition percentages before and after cleaning the microphone according
to the cleaning procedure, “brush and blow” (3a) and filter replacement (3b). The
cleaning effect Δ is also represented.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the cleaning effect in the two procedures, “brush and blow”
and filter replacement.
3.3 Audiological values
The audiological values are given by the sigmoid curves. The following values are
indicated on table 1:
-x50% (SNR for the 50% recognition score),
-Δ75-25% (slope),
-ymax (maximum recognition percentage given by the top asymptote).
a) CIS strategy and “brush and blow” (figure 2a and table 1a)
Cleaning the microphone improved the syllable recognition percentage: the curve
“after” was above the curve “before”; consequently the SNR for 50% recognition was lower
in the situation “after” than in the situation “before”.
A steeper slope is associated to a shorter transition interval. The SNR range is clearly
divided between two areas: poor recognition and good recognition. Is it linked to fibber
recruitment?
The two values x50% and Δ75-25% are calculated in the transition interval. Cleaning the
microphone lowered x50%; but what is its impact on Δ75-25%?
Then it is desirable that ymax reaches 100%. The average improvement brought by
cleaning was 5% (one syllable in a list). The improvement did not reach the significant
threshold in our study.
b) NofM strategy and “brush and blow”
The results are presented on figure 2b and table 1b. The main difference appeared on
ymax (5%).
x50% and Δ75-25% were rather similar before and after cleaning while ymax was
improved.
c) Implants from Cochlear® and “brush and blow”
We are now with the Cochlear® CIs. Cleaning improved x50% and ymax, but the
differences were not significant (figure 3a and table 2a).
Δ75-25% was not modified.
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d) Implants from Cochlear® and “filter replacement”
x50% was not modified. The main difference appeared on ymax (figure 3b and table 2b).
The improvement on ymax was one syllable per list. The transition slope was steeper.
CIS (1a)
NofM (1b)
x50%
Δ75-25%
ymax
x50%
Δ75-25%
ymax
Bf
4,5
6,5
84,6
6,4
6,3
81,9
Af
3,9
7,5
89,8
6,2
6,1
86,2
Δ = Af - Bf
-0,6
1,0
5,2
-0,2
-0,2
4,3
p (Wilson)
0,63
0,29
0,41 0,66
0,85
0,35
Table 1: Modification of the audiological values introduced by the cleaning, according to
the coding strategy; Bf is “before, Af is “after”.
Cochlear® "Brush" (2a) Cochlear® "Filter" (2b)
x50%
Δ75-25%
max
x50%
Δ75-25%
max
Bf
5,1
7,0
90,5
6,2
6,5
83,5
Af
4,8
6,8
92,0
6,1
7,3
89,5
Δ = Af - Bf
-0,3
-0,2
1,5
-0,1
0,8
6,0
p (Wilson)
0,67
0,94
0,73 0,96
0,62
0,19
Table 2: Modification of the audiological values on the Nucleus implant according to the
cleaning procedure; Bf is “before, Af is “after”.
3.4 Comparison of the CIS and NofM strategies
In this subsection the percentages obtained using the two coding strategies were
compared before and after cleaning (figure 5). The cleaning procedure was “brush and blow”.
The CIS strategy led to better performances mostly in the SNR range 0 to 12 dB (figure
5a).
On figure 5b (after microphone cleaning) we observed that the results obtained with the
NofM strategy were better than those obtained with the CIS for the high values of the SNR
(15 to 18 dB).
The difference was about 10% (2 syllables in the Fournier’s lists).
These results are similar to those obtained in simulation [5].
They suggest that the CIS coding may lead to a better recognition when the SNR is in
the (0-6dB) interval; NofM may be better in quiet or for low noise levels with a clean
microphone.
A suggestion can be made: it may be useful to adjust the coding strategy according to
the surrounding conditions. This point should be seen again in the future.
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5a : Average syllable recognition in noise of CI recipients. CIS/NofM
comparison before microphone cleaning
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5b : Average syllable recognition in noise of CI recipients. CIS/NofM
comparison after microphone cleaning
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Figure 5: Recognition percentages before and after cleaning, with respect to the SNR;
coding strategies are compared. Figure 5a (top) is before cleaning and figure 5b
(bottom) is after cleaning.
For the two coding strategies the maximum percentages, given by ymax, were between
80 and 85% before cleaning. After cleaning they were between 85 and 90%. The
improvement was one syllable per list.
The differences were not significantly different from zero.
Thus, as CIS and NofM are identical when N = M, a study on the effect of N is
worthwhile to be explored [15].
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4 Conclusion
In this study we evaluated the effect of cleaning the microphone of CIs. Fifty-nine
subjects were included in this study; 19 used the CIS strategy and 40 used NofM.
Performances were the recognition of the syllables in the Fournier’s dissyllabic words
lists. The lists were mixed with a cocktail party noise. The acoustic material was then
delivered to the CI users, before and after cleaning the implant processor microphone.
Two cleaning procedures have been studied: “brush and blow” and “filter replacement”.
The filter replacement procedure was only observed with the implants from Cochlear®.
Results showed that:
-Before cleaning, the recognition percentages observed with the patients fitted with CIS
and NofM strategies were similar at high SNRs. For the middle values (SNR ranging from 5
to 12 dB) the results obtained with the CIS strategy were better than those obtained using
NofM. The improvement was around 5% (one syllable per list).
-After cleaning the microphone, the CIS strategy led to higher recognition percentages
in the SNR range 0 to 12 dB.
These results are similar to those observed in simulation with normal hearing subjects.
In the present work the differences were rarely significant. Studies with more
homogeneous populations should be considered in the future.
About the cleaning procedure (“brush and blow” versus “filter replacement”) the score
improvements were better when the filter was replaced.
With the CIS strategy this improvement was mainly noticed for the SNRs 0, 3 and 6 dB.
With the NofM strategy, the improvement brought by the cleaning was mainly noticed for 18
dB SNR.
The recognition percentages, versus the SNRs, have been fitted by a sigmoid regression
curve allowing the determination of audiological characteristics, such as the SNR for 50%
recognition, the recognition slope when the SNR was increased and the theoretical maximum
value of the recognition (top asymptote). The 5% improvements induced by cleaning the
microphone’s inlet port, were confirmed.
Following this work future studies can be suggested, such as increasing the number of
CI users and take more homogeneous populations, considering the influence of the number of
global and activated channels (M & N), and investigating the efficiency of the strategies
according the external conditions (SNR for instance).
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